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In industrial applications often

complex

■ alloys 

■ morphology 

■ thermodynamics

are involved

 combination of

 Coupling MICRESS to 

thermodynamic databases!

Multi-Phase-Field

+

computational thermodynamics

(CALPHAD)

Motivation for Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases
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Use a linearized phase diagram description if:

- no thermodynamic database is available

- the system is simple and quite linear (e.g. dilute alloy)

- the considered process is (almost) isothermal

- you want to reduce the risk of numerical instabilities

- you need very fast and efficient simulation

- you want to “play” with the phase diagram

- you need MICRESS® for teaching purposes or qualitative modeling

Prefer coupling to thermodynamic databases if:

- systems are complex (technical alloys, ternary or higher, more than two phases)

- you are working in a wide temperature range

- you simply do not like to rack your brains about consistent linearized descriptions!

Compromises:

- combination of linearized and database description on a “per phase” basis (advanced!)

- use spatially aggregated TQ-descriptions to reduce time 

(such TQ-descriptions are available at various levels ‘per phase/grain pair’, ‘fragment’, ‘distance’)

Linearized Phase Diagram vs. Coupling to Thermodynamic Database
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Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Scheme
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1. Select Components and Phases

- choose important elements which are supported by the database e.g. Fe, C, Mn

- neglect trace elements (if not thermodynamically relevant)

- choose important phases:

a) use Thermo-Calc: Solidification: Scheil Solid-solid reaction: Equilibrium

b) from experimental information

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice
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2. Create GES5-File from database using Thermo-Calc

- must contain the same elements as used in MICRESS: Fe, C, Mn

- must contain at least all phases which will be used in MICRESS: 

LIQUID, FCC_A1, BCC_A2, CEMENTITE

- include mobility data for some phases if available

- use TC-macro (‘TC2019a_FeCMn.TCM’ in directory ‘GES_Files’) 

- execute micro file by :

- double-clicking on TC-macro

- drag & drop TC-macro on Therno-Calc Icon

- using Windows context menu

- pasting content of TC_macro onto Thermo-Calc console (preferred)

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice
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Detailed description of the Thermo-Calc Macro

@@ LOGFILE GENERATED ON UNIX / KTH  DATE 2013- 9-11
@@@@ GES5 file generation TC2019a_FeCM.ges5

go dat

sw TCFE9

d-e fe c mn

rej phases *

rest phases liq bcc_a2 cementite fcc_a1

get-data

@

app MOBFE4

d-e fe c mn

rej phases *

rest phases liq bcc_a2 fcc_a1

get data

go gibbs

@@a-p-d … 

save TC2019a_FeCMn

exit

Explanation:

goto Database Retrival Module

switch to database TCFE9

define elements listed

reject (and list) all default phases

restore phases listed

get data into workspace

@: comment

append mobility database MOBFE4

d-e fe c mn

rej phases *

rest phases liq bcc_a2 fcc_a1

get data into workspace

goto Gibbs Energy Module

if needed specify major constituents and composition sets

save ges-file with name “TC2019a_FeCMn.ges5”

exit
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3. Specify GES5-File in MICRESS input
- give path and name of .GES5 file for thermodynamic and mobility data

- take care of compatibility (TC version) and licences (database)

- the workspace size can be increased if necessary

optional: size of TC workspace in kB (default: 100)
(for extensive phase data like γ/γ‘ in TCNI9)

switch on/off TC coupling and specify name and path

of GES5-file (without extension)

…

#

# Database

# ========

# Is a thermodynamic database to be used?

# Options: database [silent|verbose] [<GES5 file name>]

#          no_database

database GES_Files/TC2019a_FeCMn

#

# TQ's 'workspace' size? (in kilo-bytes), default:100

workspace_size 1000

# Which global relinearisation interval shall be used?

# Options:  manual   from_file none

none

# Reading GES5 workspace ...

#

…

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice

specify updating interval for all TC- phase-diagram data
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element 1, 2, 3 in database

phase 1, 2, 3, 4 in database

component numbers or names in MICRESS

phase numbers or names in MICRESS

4.    Run MICRESS to get phase and element numbers in database from screen output

5.   Specify relation to phase and component numbers in MICRESS

# The database contains the following components:
#   1: C
#   2: FE
#   3: MN
# …
# The database contains 4  phases:
# 1: LIQUID
# 2: BCC_A2
# 3: CEMENTITE
# 4: FCC_A1

# The main component has in MICRESS the index 0
# Thermo-Calc index of (MICRESS) component 0?
2
# Thermo-Calc index of (MICRESS) component 1?
1
# Thermo-Calc index of (MICRESS) component 2?
3

…
# The matrix phase has in MICRESS the index 0
# Thermo-Calc index of the (MICRESS) phase 0?
1
# Thermo-Calc index of the (MICRESS) phase 1?
4
# Thermo-Calc index of the (MICRESS) phase 2?
2

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice
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6. Specify phase properties including molar volumes of phases

- molar volume can be specified manually or from database

- extrapolation with temperature and/or concentration

- relevant for relation between driving force and curvature

- important for correct latent heat production

- for use with volume expansion

# Phase 0 ( LIQUID )
# ------------------
# Type of molar volume input ?
# Options: constant database [temp_extrapol] [conc_extrapol]
database
#
# Phase 1 ( DELTA-FERRITE )
# -------------------------
# …
database
#
# Phase 2 ( GAMMA-AUSTENITE )
# ---------------------------
# …
database
#
# general TQ update-interval for molar volumes [s] ?
5.0000

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice
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7. Specify use of thermodynamic data, relinearisation scope, and interval per phase interaction in the

“Phase Interactions” section of the input file

- coupling to database or linearized phase diagram can be chosen for each phase pair

- for database coupling, the scopes (local, global, interface, fragment) can be combined with a distance

criterion (eg. “global 25”)

- a time interval for updating can be given manually (“manual”), read from file as function of time

(“from_file”) or determined automatically using a maximum local temperature change (“automatic”)

- finally, specific redistribution behavior like “normal”, “nple”, “para”, “paratq”, “atc” as well as a thin

interface mobility correction “mob_corr” can be specified by using the switch “redistribution_control”

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice
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7. (continued)

- switch between phase interaction and constant-K

- define special options for phase interaction

- include control over more redistribution options

# 0 (LIQUID)  /  1 (DELTA-FERRITE)
# ----------------------------------------------
# Simulation of interaction between 0 (LIQUID)  and  1 (DELTA-FERRITE) ?
# Options: phase_interaction no_phase_interaction
#  [ standard | particle_pinning[_temperature] | solute_drag ]
#   | [ redistribution_control ] or [ no_junction_force | junction_force ]
phase_interaction redistribution_control
# 'DeltaG' options:  default
…
# Which phase diagram is to be used?
# Options: database {local|global|interface|fragment}[<maximal distance>]
#          | linear | linearTQ
database global 25
# Relinearisation interval for interface LIQUID / DELTA-FERRITE
# Options:  automatic   manual   from_file none
manual 1.0
# Please specify the redistribution behaviour of each component:
# Format: forward [backward]
# Options: nple para  paratq normal [mob_corr]  atc [mob_corr]  [verbose]
# Component C:
atc mob_corr
# Component MN:
atc mob_corr

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice

define relinearization scope (reference and 

distance) and time interval per phase interaction

include further definitions about specific 

redistribution behavior / mobility correction
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7. (continued)

- The scope of relinearization can be visualized in the .refR output where a reference number is displayed

- The exact thermodynamic parameters for each number can be seen in the .TabLin text output

- a time interval for updating can be given manually (“manual”), read from file as function of time

(“from_file”) or determined automatically using a maximum local temperature change (“automatic”)

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice

.refR.TabLin:
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8. Specify special thermodynamic behavior of elements in phases

- “terse”-block with arbitrary order, finish with “no_more_options”

- declare as stoichiometric all components with restricted solubility range or steep phase diagram slope

- components without solubility range are automatically assigned as stoichiometric

- don’t define a component as stoichiometric in two phases, if an interaction is declared between these two phases!

- the “limits” keyword can be used to prevent switching between composition sets by setting composition limits in at%

- advanced limiting options: - “criterion_higher” / “criterion_lower”

- “ordered” / “disordered“

- the keyword “diagonal” allows you to switch to diagonal extrapolation mode (recommended for high-alloyed systems)

List of stoichiometric phases/components
(phase1 comp#1 comp#2 …

phase2 comp#1 comp#2 …)

Limits compositions to avoid switching into wrong 

composition sets, regions, or orderings

#
# Concentration solver
# ---------------------------
# Factor for diffusion time stepping?  (0.0 < factor < 1.0)
…
# Optional parameters for thermodynamic definitions
…
stoichiometric 1 3 4
stoichiometric 2 3
diagonal
limits 3 2 0.0 7.315
criterion_higher 4 1 7
ordered 4 1 2
no_more_options

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice

Definition of diagonal extrapolation for all elements
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9. Specify temperature for initial (quasi-) equilibrium (for already existing interfaces)

- in most cases, initial temperature is a good choice

# Temperature at which the initial equilibrium
# will be calculated? [K]
904.4000 temperature for initial quasi-equilibrium

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice
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10. Check .GES5-file: (output on screen or .log-file)

- check start compositions to see whether e.g. composition sets are correctly defined in .GES5 file 

(or to see which is which…)

- make changes in Gibbs Energy Module of Thermo-Calc if required (when creating .GES5 file)

- solubility range gives hints for stoichiometric elements

Start Composition and Limits for quasi-equilibrium
-----------------------------------------------------------------
FE in LIQUID:            98.0198   at% (>0 - <100at% )
C  in LIQUID:           0.980392 at% (>0 - <100at% )
MN in LIQUID:           0.999806 at% (>0 - <100at% )
FE in DELTA-FERRITE:     96.1864   at% (>0 - <100at% )
C  in DELTA-FERRITE:     2.79579   at% (>0 - 75.0000at% )
MN in DELTA-FERRITE:     1.01785   at% (>0 - <100at% )
FE in GAMMA-AUSTENITE:   97.9928   at% (>0 - <100at% )
C  in GAMMA-AUSTENITE:  0.911284 at% (>0 - 50.0000at% )
MN in GAMMA-AUSTENITE:   1.09588   at% (>0 - <100at% )

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice
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12. Check initial linearisation as written to the .log file

- output is written during initialization or upon first check for nucleation

- are the initial compositions and driving force dG reasonable?

- there should be no extreme values (stoichiometric components?)
(for stoichiometric phases without solubility range, -999.99 will be displayed as slope)

- is there any demixing? (mk
α ΔSα * mk

β ΔSβ < 0) ) (only if multi-binary extrapolation is used)

# The linearisation parameters of the phases FCC_A1/BCC_A2 are:
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1099.0000 ! T0 [K]
-12.845575              ! dG [J/cm**3]
0.21908508             ! dSf+ [J/cm**3K]
0.21161969             ! dSf- [J/cm**3K]
306.33529               ! dH [J/cm3]
3.20016708E-03      ! c0(C)/FCC_A1
1.15445940E-04      ! c0(C)/BCC_A2
0.17400885              ! c0(MN)/FCC_A1
8.43490743E-02       ! c0(MN)/BCC_A2
-259.91943           ! m(C)/FCC_A1
-7448.5119           ! m(C)/BCC_A2
-30.484468           ! m(MN)/FCC_A1
-63.954176           ! m(MN)/BCC_A2
-2.06955763E-05     ! dcdT(C)/FCC_A1
7.46570424E-07       ! dcdT(C)/BCC_A2
-5.23282626E-04      ! dcdT(MN)/FCC_A1
2.54747342E-04       ! dcdT(MN)/BCC_A2

initial driving force

phase diagram slopes

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice

dG/dT

initial compositions
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13. Hints for trouble-shooting

- be sure to have properly declared all stoichiometric components (check .log-file for automatic declaration)

- check the initial linearisation output at initialisation or before first nucleation of a new phase (.log file). The 

initialisation of the phase equilibria can be controlled by the “temperature for initial equilibrium”, the advanced 

options “init_fractions” and “start_value_1/2”, or by manual input of initial compositions.

- take care for demixing effects (different slopes in solidus and solvus) or slopes near 0 in initial linearisation

output (.log file). Define suitable components as stoichiometric or better use diagonal extrapolation (“diagonal”)

- most numerical problems in MICRESS make first Thermo-Calc complain! Check mobilities (start always with small 

values, check .driv output), interface energy, resolution, averaging of driving force, etc.

- check interface per interface by deactivating the other ones (“no_phase_interaction”).

- use ‘no_phase_interaction’ (constant-K) if no driving force can be calculated (e.g. if both phases have no or a very 

small solubility range for the same component or if linearisation failes). Then the interface will not move but still

allow diffusion between the phases.

- in case of a miscibility gap, separate phase description into composition sets (using Thermo-Calc), and assign

different phase numbers in MICRESS. Use “limits” to avoid switching to wrong compositions. Modifications of the 

major constituents in the .GES5 file may be necessary.

- Ask for advice in the MICRESS forum if not confidential, attach all input files to your post

Coupling to Thermodynamic Databases: Practice
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■ Fick’s law: 

only diagonal terms – keyword “diagonal”, “diagonal_dilute”

■ Fick-Onsager equations: 

 full diffusion matrix – keywords “multi”, “multi_plus” 

 ‘uphill’ diffusion

■Diffusion coefficients?

 user-defined

 from databases (if included in .GES5-file)

 from file (tabulated)

■Grain boundary or pipe diffusion

 by alteration of activation energy

■ Stress driven diffusion

 use of stress module

Coupling to Multicomponent Diffusion Data: Background
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# Diffusion Data
# --------------
# ["Terse Mode": Each line starts with component number and phase number]
# Options:   diagonal [x]   multi [y(1..k)]   multi_plus [y(1..k)]
#  x: one of the characters "n", "d", "g", "l", "z", "i", "I", or "f"
#  y: chain of "n", "d", "g", "l", "z", or "f" (for each component)
#  default: "g"  resp. "gggg..."
#  Rem: "n":no diffusion, "d": input, "f": T-dep. from file
#       "i":infinite, "I": infinite in each grain
#       from database: "g": global, "l": local, "z" global z-segmented
# Extra line option: [+b] for grain-boundary diffusion
# Extra line option (prefactor on time step): cushion <0-1>
# Extra line option: infinite_limit [cm**2/s]
# Extra line option: maxfactor_local [real > 1.0] (default: 10.0)
# Extra line option: factor [real > 0.]
# Finish input of diffusion data with 'end_diffusion_data'.
#
# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 0  be solved?
diagonal n
# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 1  be solved?
multi gg
# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 2  be solved?
multi gg
…
# How shall the interval for updating diffusion coefficients
# data be set?
# Options:   constant   from_file
constant
# Interval for updating diffusion coefficients data? [s]
5.0000

Coupling to Multicomponent Diffusion Data: Input

explanation of syntax and characters

advanced options (only in terse mode)

definition for each element in each phase

updating interval (if database is used)
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# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 0  be solved?
1 0 diagonal f
# File name for component 1 in phase 0?
diff_Liquid columns 1 2
# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 0  be solved?
2 0 diagonal f
# File name for component 1 in phase 0?
diff_Liquid columns 1 3
…
# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 1  be solved?
1 1 multi nggggggg
# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 1  be solved?
2 1 multi ngnnnnnn
…
# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 2  be solved?
1 2 multi_plus lggggggg
1 2 cushion 0.8
# How shall diffusion of component 1  in phase 2  be solved?
2 2 multi_plus glgggggg
2 2 factor 0.10
…
end_diffusion_data

Coupling to Multicomponent Diffusion Data: Terse Mode Input 

reading liquid diffusivities from file

combinations of different modes

advanced options (e.g.):
multi_plus: inherent c-dependency for off-diagonals

cushion: correction of diffusion time-step

factor: correction of diffusion coefficient

- start terse mode with component and phase number

- define only terms with diffusion (others are automatically defined as “diagonal n”

- ordering can be arbitrary (e.g. per phase)

- multiple definitions overwrite or complement each other (advanced options)

- end with “end_diffusion_data”
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 Use example/Training/T02_01_FeCMn_D_DeltaGamma_2D_TQ.dri as template.

( Save as Workspace/FeCMnCr.dri and set output location MyResults/FeCMnCr)

 Create a new ges file including the element Cr .

 Add the element Cr in the driving file FeCMnCr.dri.

 Add missing element-specific data.

(as initial guess, copy any required parameters from Mn)

 Start the simulation and display the concentration of Cr in Display-MICRESS.

Optional:

 Inspect tabulated element specific output in *TabC and *TabD. 

Challenge: Add an Element


